
I was a latecomer onto the staff, arriving smack in the middle of the fall semester, the time when 

everybody was just beginning to know each other well. I didn’t really have any expectations – my only 

glimpse into the journalism world being Miranda Priestly’s office in the Devil Wears Prada – but I was 

definitely surprised when I was greeted by a room full of people with their feet on the table, eating pizza 

and cookies and school ramen. 

 I remember being asked if I wanted to write, design, or photograph, and I could only reply with a 

clueless, “I’ll try everything”, thinking that it couldn’t be that bad. But, oh yeah, bad was an 

understatement. I’ll never forget the overwhelming thrust of information into my head, squeezing every 

command performed by the upperclassmen editors into my middle-schooler brain. But this kind of 

intensity intrigued me. 

 I began by learning our standard Playfair-Display-headlined page design on Indesign, carefully 

uncovering my OCD side with placement of each textbox. I was introduced to Photoshop by our 

Managing Online Editor that year, and learned how to use the selection tool to cut out vectors before I 

met Illustrator. Our Managing Design Editor introduced me to the pen tool as well as how easily Creative 

Cloud destroys your laptop. And I’ve always looked up to the 2 girls in the grade above me who will be 

my EICs next year, as their handiness at drawing and precision are something I’m always learning from. 

 Needless to say, it was a rough freshman year. 

 I was promoted to News Editor this year, and again I was greeted with an unexpected surprise – 

this was a lot more than just simply editing news briefs. I’ve worked closely with those above me, and 

I’ve evolved from simply customizing a Vecteezy download. I’ve tackled my first infographic, and my 

first design that involves a photo, my first design that involves a detailed use of all 3 apps and I’ve finally 

(somewhat) mastered the prestigious pen tool. 

But being a news editor does not simply mean more work. It also means you are a mentor to the 

new staffers, meaning that work extends over summer and after school, meaning that journalism is now 

part of your identity. The exhausting feeling of staying awake till 2 or 3am for a page design is only 

satisfied by seeing its publication in print or online And although I’ve never considered myself much of a 

teacher, I do enjoy walking my new peers to the process of design and then cracking jokes on how tedious 

the whole shebang is. 

I’ll hold the position of Managing Online and Social Media Editor next year and I’ve  never 

enjoyed anything more. I’m so very grateful to everyone who guided me through this journey (shoutout to 

my amazing advisor and everyone on staff) and I miss you guys so very much. 

  
  



  
 

1. Switch on Campus 

This year, our school district replaced its former grade keeping program with a new one, much to the 

chagrin of many of our students. Not many know the story of the bureaucratic work behind the shift, so I 

wanted to portray the process in a manner that would not seem too wordy or too confusing. This was my 

first infographic, and my return to design after a summer abroad. 

 

2. Game Changers 

In February, a portion of our school’s budget was allocated to create an e-Sports theme. I wanted to 

portray the coolness (attitude-wise and color-wise) of the sport while also giving a glimpse of the habitat 

of a gamer, so the background is a photo I took of the setup of one of the team members, and the title’s 

typography and placement is modeled after the League of Legends logo. 

 

3. Beard Papa’s 

We did a food review for this in our first issue of the year, and a few months later the store asked us to 

design an ad. My inspiration was derived from the simple, bright, geometric shapes that adorned the walls 

of the shop. I wanted to bring that aspect out, contrasting the highlighter-yellow authenticity with its 

photo aesthetic. 

 

4. Protests that Matter 

Atlanta is one of the biggest centers of protest, and the call for change has reached many of its 

surrounding suburbs. Rather than simply post a list of protests, I chose to portray it in map format, 

highlighting the distance and times of each rally by pointing them to their respective locations through a 

glowing dot – one ray of hope for each protest. 

 

  

5. Quarantine Reads 

I’d recently read a lot more than I normally would, so the inspiration here was to portray the casualness of 

being stuck wearing pjs at home all day (and being bored out of your mind) while also providing a source 

of entertainment in the form of books. 

 

 












